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FOREWORD

A comprehensive software system for performing microanalytical measurements was
developed by the Physics Group, Instrumentation Unit, IAEA Laboratories Seibersdorf, with
the main objective to operate the microanalytical facility available in the Laboratories (the
facility will be called reference setup all through this manual). Although this software can be
used with other microanalysis facilities, it might be necessary to program some modifications
in order to adapt it to other specific setups.

The development of the microanalytical facility and the software to use it were carried out
under the Project "Nuclear Spectroscopy", task: "Develop an X ray microfluorescence
system for local analysis and elemental mapping of environmental and geological materials".

This manual which was written during the fourth quarter of 1995 is based on the experience
accumulated during almost two years of development and operation of the microanalysis
setup.

The software described here (freely available from the IAEA upon request) can be
distributed in its original form as long as no payment is involved.

For comments, suggestions, installation and/or user help please contact:

IAEA Laboratories Seibersdorf
A-2444 Seibersdorf, Austria
FAX +43 1 20 607 (28222)
Tel +43 2254 20 60 28224

E-Mail: BERNASCONI@RIAL1.IAEA.OR.AT



EDITORIAL NOTE

In preparing this publication for press, staff of the IAEA have made up the pages from the
original manuscript(s). The views expressed do not necessarily reflect those of the governments of the
nominating Member States or of the nominating organizations.

The use of particular designations of countries or territories does not imply any judgement by the
publisher, the IAEA, as to the legal status of such countries or territories, of their authorities and
institutions or of the delimitation of their boundaries.

The mention of names of specific companies or products (whether or not indicated as registered)
does not imply any intention to infringe proprietary rights, nor should it be construed as an
endorsement or recommendation on the part of the IAEA.

The IAEA has made reasonable efforts to check the program disk(s) for known viruses prior to
distribution, but makes no warranty that all viruses are absent.

The IAEA makes no warranty concerning the function or fitness of any program and/or
subroutine reproduced on the disk(s), and shall have no liability or responsibility to any recipient
with respect to any liability, loss or damage directly or indirectly arising out of the use of the disk(s)
and the programs and/or subroutines contained therein, including, but limited to, any loss of business
or other incidental or consequential damages.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Xray fluorescence (XRF) is a non-destructive multielement analytical technique used to
achieve quantitative information on the elemental composition of samples. There are
different Xray spectrometry based analytical methods such as: total reflection (TXRF),
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), proton induced X ray emission (PEXE), and microbeam
X ray fluorescence (|i.-XRF).

All these methods utilize the characteristic X rays from different elements when the sample is
irradiated with either electrons, protons, X ray or gamma-ray photons. The TXRF method
[1-1] performs surface analysis with very good detection limits due to the low scattered
background, whereas the other techniques can be exploited in analyzing microscopic areas of
samples to give information about trace element lateral distribution (elemental mapping).

The recent development in X ray focusing devices (described in chapter 2) and
instrumentation for X ray detection, led to the realization of practical X ray microanalytical
set-ups with spatial resolution in the range of 10 \im, in the laboratory scale version, based on
a conventional X ray tube. Usual detection limits in elemental mapping are in the range of 1
to 1000 ppm depending on the element considered and the time that can be allocated for the
measurement of each point [1-2].

The recent availability of synchrotron radiation sources, with their high brilliance,
polarization, and natural collimation allows a dramatic increase in the capabilities of (I-XRF
devices. Detection limits in the ppm level, and resolutions better than 1 Jim have been
reported [1-2]. However, due to practical reasons, laboratory scale ji-XRF devices where the
excitation radiation is produced by an X ray tube, are still an important alternative to the huge
synchrotron based devices.

This document describes the software (set of computer programs) developed to acquire data
and interpret or visualize results with the |I-XRF constructed in the IAEA Seibersdorf
Laboratories, Instrumentation Unit [1-3].

This microanalysis spectrometer has the following components:

1. X ray tube with fine-focus anode (Mo), capable of operating at a power of up to 2 kW.
2. An ellipsoidal capillary, about 10 cm long and with 10 |im end diameter mounted on a 5

axis gimbals holder attached to the "D Type" tube housing.
3. A sample holder mounted over translation and rotation tables moved by dc-motors fitted

with digital encoders and computer control. The sample can be moved, under computer
control, in 3 axis with 0.058 u,m steps and rotated in steps of 5.1-10~5 degrees.

4. A high resolution Si(Li) detector which can be positioned at variable angle and distance
from the sample, and the associated electronics.

5. An optical microscope with a CCD camera.
6. A PC compatible computer with the following interface cards:

• MCA card.
• Motor controller card.
• Frame grabber card.
• Ethernet LAN card.



All the interface cards installed in the host computer and the peripheral devices connected to
them exchange information and control the micro fluorescence set-up through the computer
data bus according to the following scheme:

Putse processor
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D.C. Motors
Sample
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To perform the data acquisition in a coordinated way where the sample is moved to
successive positions in the selected area, a spectrum is collected from each position. The
spectrum or the areas of some regions of interest (ROIs) together with the collection time and
the position are written to a result file. All these operations are coordinated by specialized
software which also assists the user in the interpretation of the results. This software, which
will be described in detail in the following chapters, is composed of 2 main programs
(SCAN2 and DISPSCAN) and some other auxiliary small programs that help to produce the
elemental mapping data files from the results of spectrum analysis by QXAS-AXIL [1-4].
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These programs are:

SCAN2 This is the main program for data collection. This program positions the
sample and collects spectral data, switches the display between computer
video and camera image, grabs optical images, and performs measurements
both for selected points and for equally-spaced points in a selected region of
the sample, for elemental mapping. The program saves on the computer
hard disk a file with the coordinates of each point and the integrals or areas
of up to 10 regions of interest, and each individual spectrum as an image
file with the optical image of the measured sample region (if the user
requires it as well). The user interface is fully menu-driven and displays
real-time information about motors and sample position as well as
commands sent to the different interface and data acquisition cards
installed. The program is a DOS application with a high resolution graphic
user interface, that shows in real time both the spectrum being collected and
the position in the sample.

MAKECTRL This is a short program that generates a control-script file for automatic
analysis of the set of spectra taken during an elemental mapping with AXIL
program. This is a DOS application with character-mode display.

MAKES CAN This program makes a file integrating all the information from the results of
the analysis of the individual spectra. The user can select up to 10 different
spectral lines to be included in the results. This is also a DOS application.

DISPSCAN This is a MS Windows application that displays the elemental mapping
results in an image-like mode encoding the intensities of spectral lines from
different elements with different colors (up to 3 elements can be displayed
in the same image). This program reads the output file from either SCAN2
or MAKESCAN which have the same format. As a Windows application
(requires MS-Windows version 3.1 or latter) the program can also print the
image in any color or good quality laser printer that has a Windows-
compatible driver. This program also allows the user to point (with mouse)
to any place in the sample and get the coordinates for local analysis.

The first 3 programs which are DOS applications can run also from a DOS box in Windows
enabling the operation of the micro-analysis system in a Windows for Workgroups network
with full functionality and connectivity. However, it is not recommended to make prolonged
disk access (to copy or delete many files) during scanning of a sample as some of the
peripheral devices which perform Direct Memory Access (DMA) or Input/ Output ( I/O),
which are controlled by SCAN2, may be affected. No problems have been observed when
only one file at a time (100 kB or less) is copied.



The programs described are installed simply by copying the *.exe files to a directory in the
hard disk. Some modifications to the initialization files (config.sys and autoexec.bat) are
required and described in the following chapters. The user should consider that the
installation of the software and hardware required is not trivial and therefore should follow
thoroughly the instructions provided in this document as well as instructions provided by the
manufacturers of the interface cards.

References:

1-l.Wobrauschek, Journal of Radioanalitycal and Nuclear Chemistry, Articles, 167, 2,433-
444,1993.

l-2.Janssens et al., Journal of Analytical Atomic Spectrometry, 9 151-157, 1994.
l-3.Bernasconi et al., Nucl. Instr. Meth., B 86 333-338, 1994.
1-4.Van Espen et al., Chemometrics Intelligent Lab. Systems 1:109, 1986.
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2. CAPILLARY OPTICS OVERVIEW

The total reflection phenomena allows the use of capillaries as X ray wave guides. The
function of the capillary is essentially to collect the beam close to the X ray source and
transfer it to the other end with minimum losses.

In capillary optics no real imaging plane is formed and thus capillary optics is a kind of
"nonimaging optics" [2-1].

There are three major types of capillaries: straight, conical and ellipsoidal.

Straight capillary

X-ray
source

Fig 2-1 Straight capillary

The X ray photons falling into the walls of capillary with an incident angle 0 below the
critical angle for total reflection (Qcrit) will be totally reflected.

cosecr,=l-5

where 8 is the real part of the refraction index (Snell's law) and represents the dispersive term
depending on the energy of the incident radiation and also on some material characteristics.
By making some substitutions, the expression for the critical angle is:

_ _9jU
crit E

where Z is the atomic number, p is the density, A is the atomic weight and E is the energy of
the photon.

The critical angle is proportional to 1/E, this causes that the gain of a straight capillary is a
function that decreases with increasing energy so that it has a low-pass filter behavior
suppressing the background in an X ray spectrum.
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Conical capillary

For a straight capillary the reflection angle is constant for all the reflections but for a conical
capillary the angle increases for each reflection by an angle 2y (see Fig.2-2).
Conical capillary combine waveguide properties with the characteristic of a subsequent
"squeezing" of the radiation at the same time.

Fig 2-2 Conical capillary

Using models of the reflection coefficient as a function of the angle and considering the
minimum and maximum angles for a particular geometry, the gain factor can be calculated as
a function of energy [2-2].

Ellipsoidal capillary

The ellipsoidal capillary [2-3] has the same squeezing properties of the conical one with
some additional advantages:
1. The concentration of the beam is done with fewer reflections compared to a conical

capillary, providing higher intensity.
2. The capillary can concentrate the beam at a certain distance from its tip, in its focal plane

compared with conical ones where the beam is always divergent.

Fig 2-3 Ellipsoidal capillary
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The beam produced by an ellipsoidal capillary has 2 components, the single reflection or
imaging component which is convergent up to the focal plane and the multiple reflection or
non imaging component which is divergent. The combination of both provides a beam which
has approx. constant diameter for short distances from the tip (less than 1 mm) and diverges
for longer distances. This means that in practice, as the sample cannot be positioned too close
to the capillary tip, an ellipsoidal capillary gives better resolution than the other types with the
same size. The capillary used in the reference setup for all the demonstrations included with
this manual is of ellipsoidal type with a nominal 10 |im end diameter.

References:

2-1. Rindby, X ray Spectrom. 22,187-189 (1993).
2-2. Lindgren and E. Selin, X ray Spectrom. 22 216-219 (1993).
2-3. A.Attaelmanan, P. Voglis, A. Rindby, S. Larsson and P. Engstrom, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 66

(1), 1995.
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3. SPECTROMETER SETUP:
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE INSTALLATION

System requirements The system requires a fully compatible PC computer, with VGA
colour display or better (VGA compatible), minimum 2MB of RAM (8MB recommended),
and 386 processor with floating point co-processor support (486 processor operating at
25MHz or more recommended), and a Microsoft compatible mouse. The computer should be
running DOS (version 5 or better), and have Windows version 3.1 installed (required to
access the display and plotting program DISPSCAN.EXE). In order to perform control and
data acquisition the computer should have the following add-on cards installed:

• Physik Instramente (PI) C-812 D.C. motor controller card with version 5 or better
firmware.

• Canberra S100 MCA card with version 1.7 or better firmware.
• Matrox D?-8 image processing card.

The program initializes all these cards during start-up and checks for their existence. If any of
these cards is not present or cannot be successfully initialized by any reason (usually I/O
address conflict or card malfunction), the program will exit to DOS and thus will refuse to
perform any further step. This is due to the fact that it is extremely dangerous to write to
specific memory positions or I/O ports if they are not reserved by the intended hardware.
Each of these cards, as well as other cards necessary to operate the system (display adapter,
communications, hard disk controller), have to be controlled by the bus.
They must map the address and I/O space of the computer without address conflicts between
them. In order to achieve that, each card has to be properly configured.

Hardware configuration

Please consult the documentation provided by the manufactures of these cards for further
details about the configuration.

PI C-812 Card Base address D8000h (factory default). IBM Bus reset (E3) installed. IBM
Interface (bit 8 of DIP switch 3) - enabled.
Firmware ROM should be version 5 with checksum

Canberra S-100 MCA Card - I/O base address 340H.

Matrox IP-8 Image Processing Card
(Set using the IP8INIT program provided with the IP-8 card).
Frame buffer: Size 2 16K Buffers.
Base address: DOOOh.
Interrupt line: No interrupt.
Display: Single screen Enabled.

VGA Select VGA Type 1.
Screen size: 512X480.
Output mode: Non interlaced.
Scan mode: Overscan.
Input: Input select Video 1.
Input type: Composite monochrome.
Genlock mode: Enabled.
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Computer configuration

The computer has to be configured in such a way that the address or I/O space, used by each
of these cards, is available (not remapped to RAM or used by any other utility or high
loading program or TSR).
Also the driver for the Matrox IP-8 card (DOS version) should be loaded at the computer
startup.
In order to achieve the proper configuration, the initialization files: CONFIG.SYS and
AUTOEXEC.BAT or equivalent for other operating systems that have DOS compatibility
(e.g. OS/2 or Windows 95) should be changed. Due to the fact that the proper configuration
will depend on the computer, on the other hardware installed, on the operating system and its
version etc., it is not possible to give a standard configuration. Nevertheless the following
guidelines should help:

File: CONFIG. SYS

The succeeding lines should be present:

DEVICE=C:\DOS\HIMEM.SYS
FILES=50
dos=UMB
dos=HIGH

The EMM386 should be set in order to free the high memory as XMS and the upper memory
mapped by the IP8 and C-812 cards. The memory segment from DOOOh to D9FFh (used by
the IP8 card) should be free. (X=DOOO-D9FF) as well as the segment from CDOOh to CDFFh
(used by the C-812 card) (X=CDOO~CDFF)

DEVICE=C:\DOS\EMM38 6.EXE NOEMS HIGHSCAN I=B000-B7FF X=CD00-CDFF X=D00O-
D9FF WIN=C900-CBFF WIN=B500-B7FF

The software driver for the IP8 card, DOS version (provided by the manufacturer of the
card) should also be loaded by the CONFIG.SYS file:

DEVICEHIGH =[path to the driver file]\IP8DRV.SYS

File: AUTOEXECBAT

The setup file for the microanalysis program should be indicated as in the following line:
set microbeam$setup=c:\microbea.set

The user should note (if the afore mentioned files are taken as a guide) that the computer that
controls the micro beam has also a CD-ROM and a LAN (Local Area Network) card,
running Windows for Work which are not strictly necessary for micro analysis (although a
LAN is recommended for moving the big amounts of data that can be generated during the
measurements).
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Software installation
1. First make all the necessary hardware and configuration changes as described above.
2. Copy the files from the program diskette to a directory in the hard disk.
3. After the installation is finished run the program SCAN2.EXE and no errors should be

reported in the first screen.
4. At this moment the system is ready to perform microanalysis.
5. The program DISPSCAN should be included in a Windows program group, the easiest

way to do it is to run the File Manager and drag the file DISPSCAN.EXE into the
program group the user chooses.
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4. THE REFERENCE SETUP

This chapter contains details of the hardware used in the Agency's microanalysis system as
well as the way the different components are arranged. This information should be useful for
experimenters who want to establish similar setups and use the software described in this
manual.

1. Binocular microscope with TV camera.
2. Computer controlled, motorized sample holder.
3. Microbeam 10 urn ellipsoidal capillary with aluminum protection.
4. Si(Li) X ray detector.
5. Line focus X ray tube (Mo anode).

6. Sample.

Fig 4-1 Microanalysis setup arrangement and its components

Sample holder

The sample holder is mounted over a rotation stage and 3 translation stages for 3 dimensional
positioning.
Each of the translation stages is attached to a Physik Instrumente mike drive model M-224.20
with specified step of 0.06 |im and a position reproducibility of 0.1 (im. All the drives are
connected to a Phisik Instrumente C 812 drive card installed in the setup computer, this card
can handle 4 different drives which are referred by a number from 1 to 4 (see Fig. 4-2).
The drives report the position to the computer in steps. One mm is equivalent to 17000 steps
with a high degree of accuracy. The Phisik Instrumente C 812 drive controller card can be
programmed to position any of the drives in a defined number of steps, either absolute, or
relative to the current position. The initial position (0) can also be arbitrarily set. The card has
many other possibilities like controlling the torque acceleration and speed of any drive; these
possibilities as well as technical details about programming of the card are described iif4-l].
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The rotatioii stage is also moved by a Physic Instrumente Mike drive which is also connected
to the C 812 card. Each rotation degree corresponds to 19449 steps. Increasisg the step
number of this stage rotates the sample in the anticlockwise direction. The program SCAN2
takes care of all this details and reports positions in mm or degrees as appropriate.
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1. Drive No 1, left to right movement (X coordinate), by iacreasing eacodsr
aoiBbers, relative to capillary.

2. Drive No 2, frost to back movement {Y cooxdiime), increasing eacocler numbers
correspoad to bigger distance from capillary.

3. Drive No 3, down to ap movement (Z coordinate) by increasing eacoder Btssbers.
4. Drive No 4, rotation movement (T coordiaaieX Mgher eacoder aumbers caase

coonterclockwise rotation.
5. Coaaterweigbt for t&e vertical movement
6. Low xaagaificatioa microscope lens (5X).
7. High magBificatiOQ microscope leas (20X).

Fig 4-2 Detail of the sample holder



Microscope and image

The different lenses which correspond to different magnifications are handled by the SCAN2
program with a table built into the program itself. This table contains the actual size (in mm)
of a grabbed image. The image size depends on the magnification of the different lenses used
to focus the image on the sensitive element (CCD) of the TV camera and the size of the CCD
itself. The reference setup has a COHU 3710 TV camera with a CCD of 7.84 mm horizontal
6.4 mm vertical. Because the camera inverts the image, it should be placed upside down to
use it with SCAN2.
The described version of SCAN2 contains 3 entries for image size which are identified by the
lens parameter.

TABLE 4-1 SCALE FACTOR USED BY SCAN2 GIVEN AS MAGE SIZES

Microscope lens.
No lens (full range)
Lens No 1 (low mag.)
Lens No 2 (high mag.)

X size (mm)
20
1.55
0.3

Z size (mm)
20
1.20
0.39

References:

4-1. INFORMATION MS 35E C-804/C-812 DC-Motor Controller,
INSTRUMENTE (PI) GMBH, D-7571 Waldbronn, Germany.

PHYSIK
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5. GETTING STARTED

In this chapter it is assumed that the interface cards and the microanalysis software are
already properly installed and the 4 positioning motors, the detector and associated
electronics and the TV camera attached to the microscope are also connected. In this chapter
it is also assumed that the program file: s can2 . exe is copied to the directory c : \ m o t i n t
and the initialization file m i c r o b e a . s e t is copied to the root directory of hard disk c and
indicated by the environment variable: m i c r o b e a m $ s e t u p .
Please refer to previous chapter for the details of the installation.
For the sake of simplicity let's also assume that the calibration position of the spectrometer
has been already performed with reasonable accuracy.
After starting the computer and using either DOS operating system or Windows and
creating a full screen windows DOS box please type the following commands:

C:
cd \motint
scan2

Then the following screen should appear:

DLLS L

MICRO BEAM ANALYSIS SYSTEM
Version 2.3

Designed, and written "by. Gabriel Bernasconi, Angel Bextolotti • :

Testiacr Hardware
P.I. card tes t successful
MSCJA card tes t successful
IPS card tes t successful

[Board Firmware Version: 1?
loarfi i s HaSIHR

Fig 5-1 Welcome Screen

This indicates that all the interface cards have been successfully initialized and tested. If
there are no errors indicated, the user should press any key to continue with the program.
The checksum of the PI card firmware and the version of the S-100 MCA card are indicated.
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If there is any error up to this point, an indication will appear in the window at the right
bottom of the screen; this will indicate which card is causing the problem. Please refer to
the installation and hardware chapters of this manual as well as the installation instructions
provided by the manufacturer of the failing card. Some errors are not fatal, this means that
when they occur the microanalysis program will still run even though there are installation
problems that should be solved.

For example the first time the user runs the program there will be always an error due to the
fact that there is no previous image recorded. The following message will appear:

Fig 5-2 Error when picture (*.TGAfile) is not available

Do not panic and press any key twice; the main menu should appear and you can proceed to
take a picture of your sample or make any other operation. When you exit the program the
current image will be saved in the file mi c r o . t g a .

Another problem that may arise is that the user's PI card has a different firmware than is
assumed in the program. Then an error message will appear and the configuration form will
be shown automatically. The user can then change the checksum.

21



MICRO BE A :\nut i nIsnicra.1
SeSif rS??
Cappilar 8.83
HaxError 1?
ftctuaI Leas: Not use linage

Designed and •written by: Gabriel Bemasconi. Angel Bertolotti

Wrong Clieeksurt
;>=Fiowe <Enter>=Save Change <Esc>=Done

•= IB??
-eplace osi <Ins>[

5-5 Wrong checksum error

WARNING: The program is not warranted to work with any other firmware than version 5.0
of the PI card. Changing the number is allowed but only at user's risk. Versions
below number 5 should never be used, please contact the card vendor for an
upgrade.

If no errors are indicated, the following screen will appear:

Co I le«t a mm vss. point -
Collect nultiple j>olnts .

e Mm>. and Iwage
Cal i l ir*t io i i •<;

Sasta« Configuration - • \

: no«c selector box; <CR> : select item; <ESC> exi t

Fig 5-4 First screen and main menu
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The screen has 4 main windows: the image window in the top left, the position window in
the bottom left, the menu window in the top right and the command window in the bottom
right. The MAIN MENU will be displayed at the start point and both torque and speed of the
motors are set to default values.

Grabbing an optical image

The user is now invited to place a sample in the microscope and focus it. Next select the
"Interactive Mov. and Image" option. The menu will be replaced by the following frame:

While this frame is present, it is possible to move
the sample using the cursor keys:1 i ' t i : ! |V!

fat
I'.JI

"nl
It..

in •tin*-

ft it i»ii'j.p

i(V

"Mi

{ t r"

K'I','. tit '« it-*

•mi

the

the

Left key moves the sample to the left.
Right key moves the sample to the right.
Up key moves the sample farther from
capillary.
Down key moves the sample nearer to
capillary.

Page Up moves the sample down (measured
point in the sample goes up).

Fig 5-5 Interactive Mov. and Image p a g e D o w n m o v e s t h e s a m p i e u p .

frame Left and right square bracket keys ( [ ,
decrease and increase the speed of motors by factor of 2.
The function keys have the indicated functions and any other non mentioned key will be
ignored by the program.

] )

The user should now press F7 and next F9 and the live image of the sample seen through the
microscope should appear, covering the full screen (see Fig 5-6).

?•

>•%

. ,*- A. £». AJE \*.

Fig 5-6 Image of Cu grid

A copper grid was chosen as a sample for demonstration. The grid has a thread of about 150
|j,m and is made of interlaced Cu wires of about 30 |J,m diameter.
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While the live image from the microscope is displayed, all the function keys described above
are active, so for example by pressing F8 the user can save the image in a TGA (TARGA
format) file. The use of a commercial image processing program, e.g. Aldous Photostyler, is
recommended to print or further process (improve contrast, add text, change lookup tables,
etc.) the image.

The cursor keys can also be used, as described above, to move the sample and locate an
interesting position. Once located, the user should press F7 again to return to the computer
display and F10 to freeze the image and transfer it to the computer screen.

The user should then press ESC till the Main
Menu becomes active, and now there are various
possibilities offered by the software:

• Collect single point
• Collect multiple points
• Scan sample region

"Collect single point" means that a simple
MCA is enabled to collect spectra of the
sample excited by the microbeam at its
current position. The position of the sample,
and hence the measured point, can be easily

Fig. 5-7 Image of the sample
transferred to computer

screen

changed.

The option "Collect multiple points" allows the selection of a number of points from the
image, at any position, and then the measurement of them automatically in succession.

The option "Scan sample region" allows the selection of a rectangular area within the image
and then the measurement of points in a rectangular grid within this area.
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Collect single point

The user is invited to select the "Collect Single Point" option and then the following menu
will appear:

CM.M-nT S INKLE PI) TNI' HUM I

Sol t:ul[(;r.l
St! 1 t>ut j*u i n I

C *;i>t!i:ti tin
i.uirt'nt SPE

Fig. 5-8 Collect single point menu
frame

The first time the user should select the first
option "Set collect parameters" and set the
measurement time. Obviously the X ray
generator should be operating and then it is
possible to open the window of the X ray tube
and, by selecting "Collect spectrum", initiate the
spectrum collection. A window displaying a live
image of the spectrum during the collection
time will appear (see Fig. 5-9).
During collection live and true time are also
displayed in the bottom of the computer screen.

When the preset time is reached, the menu will be redisplayed. It is also possible to stop
collecting at any time by pressing the F4 key.
To display the spectrum after the preset time was reached, select the "Display current SPE"
option and press F4 to return to the menu.

The spectrum can also be saved for further analysis. This program will always save spectra in
the QXAS format described in appendix 1; it is then possible to load the spectrum into
QXAS without any transformation. The current position of the sample is automatically saved

with the spectrum in the ID line.

* * ' •«;"•

•.-"<*»"'•

Fig 5-9 Spectrum display window

compare them.

The option "Clear spectrum" clears
the spectrum in the card memory
setting all the channels to 0 counts.

The option "Select point" may be used
to move the sample in order to
measure a particular point. The
position may be typed in by the
coordinates, selected with the mouse,
or the sample can be moved using the
cursor keys.

The user is invited to select different
points, collect spectra, save and

To finalize this overview and get started with the microanalysis software, the user is invited
to scan a region from the sample. In order to do this, the user should go back to the MAIN
MENU (see Fig. 5-4) by pressing the ESC key one or more times. Then choose "Scan
sample region" from it.
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The following sub menu will appear.

MRIN MENU

SCAN KEGION MENU

Set Options

Start Scaning

Fig. 5-10 Scan region menu

The user may then select the region to be
scanned by choosing "Select Region" and then
moving the mouse over the region and clicking
the left button in the top-left corner of the region
and then clicking it again in the bottom-right
corner. Please note that
"dragging", i.e. moving the mouse with the
button down, is not allowed. Immediately after
the region is defined a form to edit the region by
the coordinates of the selected points will

appear. In most cases this form can be ignored by pressing ESC, but sometimes the user will
want to select precise coordinates by typing the numbers instead of indicating them with the
mouse.

Once the region is selected, the user should choose the "Set Options" menu item; this
displays a form allowing the setting of all the necessary options for scanning.

In this case the sample will be scanned at 0 degrees (perpendicular to the capillary) which
provides maximum spatial resolution so the first 2 entries should be left at 0. The number of
steps will be suggested by the program, considering the diameter of the capillary, and can be
modified in the entries 3 and 4.

Then the user should set the number of ROIs (Regions of Interest) whose intensities or areas
will be saved during measurements. Up to 10 ROIs can be set (minimum 1).

The user should also set the measuring time for each point. The program considers the true
time (in seconds) so that it is possible to estimate the ending time of the measurement, but
the live time is saved with each point in the data file, allowing for dead time correction of the
areas.
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. 5-7i Scanning options form

The results of the measurement will be saved in a file whose name is selected in the next
entry. The user must provide a valid file name, and the default extension is "dat" and in this
case should also be typed by the user.

The next entry (which is actually a toggle with Yes and No as possible values) enables or
disables saving individual spectra; if enabled a different spectrum will be saved for each
point (in addition to the data saved in the data file).

The last entry toggles between saving the integral of the ROIs or the area with trapezoid
background subtraction provided by the firmware of the S-100 card. When all entries are
filled the user should press ESC or click the mouse outside the form to exit.

Next, a form to enter the beginning and end
channel of each ROI will appear; the user
should provide adequate values according to the
elements and analytical lines that should be
measured.

Rnr
Mil u

I
?

torn

Fig 5-12 ROI entry form

Hint: to get this values, first measure a single point with good statistics, save the spectrum
and use Axil or any other spectrum display/analysis software to find the exact position of
each ROI (in this example ROIs for Cu-Ka and Cu-K|3 are set).
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(Position sanple and press any key to begin

Fig 5-13 Begin of scan

Once everything is set, the menu for scanning will appear again (see Fig 5-10) and the user
should select the option "Start Scanning". The program gives an opportunity to finally adjust
the distance between sample and capillary, perform any other necessary adjustment or open
the tube window. By pressing any key the scanning of the sample will begin.

Version 2,3
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5-24 Scan in progress

Some information about the progress of the scan is displayed by the program; this
information is updated in real time as the scan progresses. The top left window shows sample
with selected area and current beam position as a red dot. The top right window shows the
spectrum being collected and the spectrum is accumulated for all the points previously
measured if "save of individual spectra" is disabled. The bottom left window shows the
position of the sample in mm. The bottom right window scrolls the commands being sent to
the different interface cards. This information may be useful to troubleshoot any problem
during the scanning.

Stopping the scan is possible by pressing the F4 key; all data previously collected will be
properly saved, but in the current version of the program it is not possible to automatically
resume the scan after it has been stopped.
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When the scan is finished, the Main Menu of the program (see Fig.5-4) will appear again. In
order to display the results, the user should exit the program and return to Windows. The
program suggests the user to place all the axes to the 0 position before exiting; this is a good
idea unless the user plans to make new measurements in the same region of the sample. The
last position of all the axes is always saved by the program and restored when the program is
started another time.

If the option "Save full spectra" was not enabled, the user may now save the total spectrum
i.e. the accumulated spectra from all measured points.. To save it, go to "Collect single point
menu" and select "Save spectrum".

Interpretation of results

The results of the scan were saved in the *.dat file specified by the user. This is an ASCII file
whose format is described in Appendix 2 and can be loaded into most statistical and data

representation programs for further analysis. In addition, a Windows
program called DISPSCAN was developed in order to help the
visualization of the usually big amount of data generated during the
scan. Assuming the user is already in Windows, the user is invited to

Fis 5-15 activate the program by clicking at the icon in the Program Manager
Icon ofDispscan @*& 5-15) or selecting "Run" from the command menu ofWindows.

The main window of DISPSCAN will
appear (see Fig 5-16). The user
should choose "Open" from the File
menu and select the scan result file
generated before. Then the form to
enter data from the scan and to select
the ROIs will be displayed.
The following data should be
considered:

• Scan angle (used for scaling).
• Capillary diameter, actually the

step used to scan the sample,
indicates the size that will be
used to plot the points.

• ROIs, regions of interest which
are numbered in the same
order as they were defined in
the SCAN2 program.

Fig 5-16 Dispscan window and file menu
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Up to 3 ROIs can be selected, the areas listed for the first one will contribute to the green
color, scaled linearly as minimum 0 and maximum 255 and corrected with the live time stored
for the corresponding point. In the same way, the second ROI selected will contribute to the
red and the third one will contribute to the blue. Using these 3 numbers a 24 bit Windows
color reference [5-1] is generated and used to plot the point with the selected size and shape.
The next figure shows the results obtained from the Cu grid, selecting 20 \im steps (capillary
diameter) and the ROIs corresponding to the Cu-Ka and Cu-KP lines.

Fig 5-17 Results of the scan of the Cu grid

The accumulated spectrum from all the measured points may have useful information about
average sample composition, other possible elements present in the region, etc.
The program SCAN2 allows the user to save this spectrum and the QXAS software package
may be used to analyze it. Please refer to QXAS manual [5-2] for details about Xray
spectrum analysis.

References:

5-1. MICROSOFT WINDOWS SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT KIT VER. 3.1,
Programmer's Reference. Volume 1: Overview, PP 133 - 134.

5-2. QXAS User Manual, IAEA Labs. Seibersdorf, 1996 (in preparation).
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6. CALIBRATION OF THE SAMPLE POSITIONER

The program assumes that at the zero position, the rotation axes of the sample holder is
aligned with the line that goes from the capillary exit to the center of the microscope field of
view as seen by the video camera, also that the sample is perpendicular to the capillary and
the height of the beam corresponds to the center of the same field of view. To achieve this
conditions with micrometer accuracy, an accurate calibrator will be necessary. In Seibersdorf
Laboratory a calibrator consisting of a cross of 4 u,m diameter tungsten wires was built.
When the calibrator is properly adjusted, the vertical wire, seen through the microscope,
seems not to move when the sample holder is rotated.

To perform the calibration, place the calibrator in the sample holder, start SCAN2 and select
"Interactive Movement and Image" from the Main Menu, then switch to live image mode by
pressing F7 and F9 (if necessary), move the sample using the cursor keys till the cross is in
the field of view. Adjust the position of the microscope and the sample in such a way that the
cross center is approximately aligned with the center of the capillary tip (the hole of a good
capillary is assumed to be near its center).
At this place the cross should be near to the alignment position. If some features of the
capillary can be identified with the position of the hole, they can be used to place the center of
the cross over them.

Fig 6-1 Calibrator cross as seen through the microscope with capillary tip in
background

To further improve the calibration, the X ray microbeam has to be used to excite the wires of
the cross.

The position, for which the center of the cross is in the beam, corresponds to the maximum
intensities of the characteristic lines of the cross material.
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To find this position either scan a selected region of the calibrator which contains the center
or choose points of interest and measure spectra for single points.

One practical way is to make vertical and horizontal line scans in order to find independently
the vertical and horizontal position of the beam. In this way only 2*n measurements will have
to be made (where n is the number of beam diameters in one side of the region that contains
the beam) instead of the n2 measurements that requires an area scan.

From the Main Menu select "Scan sample region" and select a region that extends in the
vertical (z) axis through the range where the beam can be found, and is narrow in the
horizontal (x) coordinate. Set the scanning parameters keeping the vertical number of steps as
suggested by the program and setting one horizontal step; set the measurement time according
to experience to have reasonable statistic when the horizontal wire intersects the beam (as a
guide, for a Tungsten wire of 4 u,m diameter and a 10 |im horizontal capillary 15 seconds per
point is O.K.). Set the ROIs according to the characteristic lines of the calibrator material and
perform the scan. An inspection of the scan result file will clearly show the position where the
horizontal wire intersects the beam. The same procedure should be also applied for the
vertical position.

MICRO BEAM ANMiYSIS SYSTEM
Version 2.3

Si_<in result t j 1**-
SAJI. fill I rvertra
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6-7 Setting of horizontal scan to find the horizontal position of the beam. Note parameter
setting and scan region

Hint: It is usually not necessary to wait till the scan ends, when the lines of the calibrator
material are seen in the accumulated spectrum the user can stop the scanning by pressing F4
and inspect the result file.
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X
0.010
0.020
0.020
0.030
0.030
0.040
0.040
0.050
0.050

->0.060
0.060
0.070
0.070
0.080
0.080
0.090

z
-0.101

0.000
-0.101

0.000
-0.101

0.000
-0.101

0.000
-0.101

0.000
-0 .101
0.000

-0.101
0.000

-0.101
0.000

Live time
14.97
14.97
14.97
14.97
14.97
14.97
14.97
14.95
14.95
14.94
14.94

14.96
14.96
14.97
14.97
14.93

W-LOC counts
79.0
76.0
84.0
83.0

101.0
114.0
123.0
413.0
365.0

634.0
646.0

199.0
226 .0

78 .0
105.0

67 .0

W-L|3
7 . 0

13.0
11.0
25.0
27.0
68.0
55.0

306.0
322.0

480.0
523.0

89.0
129.0

16.0
25.0

5 . 0

w-L-y
7 . 0
3 . 0
4 . 0
6 . 0

10.0
14.0
19.0
60.0
48.0

9 3 . 0
7 1 . 0

2 0 . 0
2 3 . 0

8 . 0
5 . 0
2 . 0

Fig 6-2 Extract from horizontal scan result file where the intersection of the vertical wire with
the beam is indicated. Note that each horizontal position is measured at two different
vertical positions

Once the optimum vertical and horizontal positions for the beam are found, the user should
select again the "Interactive movement and image" option and press F3 to get the form for
entering fixed coordinates. Then enter the values of X and Z and set the toggle to "Go", when
the user presses the ESC key the calibrator will be moved to the center position. As a last
check the user may collect a spectrum of this point and check the high intensity of the
characteristic lines.

The final step is to select "Perform
calibration" from the Main Menu and set the
coordinate origin by fixing the X and Z axis
to 0 position without actually moving them.
The position of the microscope should be
adjusted so that the cross, now exactly in the
beam position is shown at the center of the
image. For the reference system this is done
by adjusting a micrometer screw for the
horizontal position and adjusting the height of
the rail that holds the microscope and the
sample holder for the vertical position.

Fig 6-3 Scan of the tungsten calibrator (20
\xm steps) showing the position of the
center

from the results where the cross will be seen.

If the user already has a good estimate of the
position of the beam it may be more efficient
to scan a small area looking for the center of
the cross. Then after the scan is finished the X
and Z coordinates can be obtained directly
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7. SCAN-2 REFERENCE

This chapter is the reference to all the functions and commands supported by the SCAN2
program. The commands can be classified in MENUs and FORMs. The operation of generic
MENUs and FORMs is described in Appendix 2 "User interface".

MAIN MENU

Scan sample region

Collect single point

Collect multiple points

Interactive Mov. and Image

Perform Calibration

System Configuration

Activates a menu for selecting a rectangular
region of the sample, setting all parameters for
scanning and initiating the scan.
Activates a menu for setting parameters to
collect a spectrum from the excited point in the
sample, initiating collection, saving, displaying
and clearing the spectrum.
Activates a menu for selecting a set of points of
the sample, setting all parameters and initiating
automatic measurement of these points.
Activates a menu for entering an interactive
mode which allows to control sample position
and image grabbing from the computer
keyboard and redisplaying a previously grabbed
image.
Activates a form which allows to change the
position indicated by the encoders in the motor
controller P.I. card (without actually moving
the sample).
Activates a form which allows to change initial
values used by SCAN2.

Scan sample region menu

Set Options

Select Region

Activates a form to set parameters for scanning
(described later).
After selecting this option, the user must select
a rectangular area in the image of the sample
shown on the top-left part of the screen. The
procedure is: place the mouse pointer on the
top-left corner of the desired area and click
once, next place the mouse on the right bottom
corner and click again. A form with both
coordinates is displayed to allow the user to
correct the selected area if necessary.
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Start Scanning Initiates the scanning of the sample.
The user must press a key before the collection
actually starts. This gives the user an
opportunity to adjust the distance between the
capillary and the sample. The scan process may
be stopped if necessary by pressing the F4 key.

Set Options (Scanning data) Form

Sample Angle (deg)

Distance Axis-Surface

Steps in X

Steps in Z

Number of ROIs

Time/each point(s)

Scan result file

Input field.
Angle between the sample and a plane normal
to the capillary axis.

Input Field.
Distance (mm) between the surface of the
sample and the rotation axis of the sample
holder. (Needed only to correct sample position
when scanning at a non-zero angle).

Input Field.
Number of steps to scan in the X (horizontal)
direction.
SCAN2 suggests a value based on the
dimension of the selected area and the diameter
of the capillary.

Input Field
Number of steps to scan in the Z (vertical)
direction.
Same as previous field.

Input Field.
Number of Regions of Interest that will be
defined and stored in the result file.

Input Field.
True time in seconds that each point will be
collected (the live time is stored allowing
proper dead-time correction).

Input Field.
Name of the file in which the data will be saved
during the scanning data acquisition process.
The extension "dat" is recommended for these
files but not added automatically by SCAN2.
The format of the file is described in Appendix
1.
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Save full spectra

Save Integr. or Area

Toggle Input Field.
Enables/disables saving of the individual
spectra of the measured points. These spectra
are saved in a modified QXAS format
described in Appendix 1
Toggle Input Field.
Enables/disables background
subtraction in the areas of the selected ROIs
that will be saved in the result file.

Upon exit of this form another form to set the beginning and ending channel of each ROI will
appear. This form has one line per ROI and the user should fill all the entries. After exiting
this form the user can begin the scan with:

The Start Scanning option (page 35).

COLLECT SINGLE POINT MENU

Set collect parameters

Select point

Collect spectrum

Save spectrum

Clear spectrum
Display current SPE

Activates form to set parameters for acquiring
spectrum
Activates interactive mode that allows to
change sample position using keyboard and
mouse.
Initiates spectrum acquisition for the time set in
the parameters form.
Acquisition can be stopped at any time by
pressing the F4 key.
Activates a form to enter the spectrum file
name and next saves the spectrum in QXAS
format.

Clears the current spectrum.
Displays current spectrum in the SI00 card
memory. The user must press the F4 key to
continue.

Set collect parameters FORM

Sample Angle (deg)

Distance Axis-Surface

Input field.
Angle between the sample and a plane normal
to the capillary axis.
The current angle is shown as default value.
The program will move the sample to the angle
set by the user.
Input Field.
Distance (mm) between the surface of the
sample and the rotation axis of the sample
holder (needed only to correct sample position
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Collect Time (s)
when scanning at a non-zero angle)
Input field.
Measuring time in seconds
Toggle input field.
Selects between "live time" and "true time".
Applies to the Collect Time field.

Select point interactive FORM

When the form is shown the following keys are active and perform the described functions.
Clicking the mouse over the form does not perform any function. In SCAN2 these interactive
forms work as a reminder of some of the active keys and their functions.

Key

F3

F4

CTR-E

F6

HOME

Square bracket open [

Square bracket close ]

Cursor Left

Cursor Right

Page-Up

Page-Down

Function

Activates a form where the user may type in a
position in sample coordinates (X, Z) and upon
exit of this form the program will move the
sample to the specified position.

Initiates / Stops spectrum collection.

Clears current spectrum.

Activates a form to input the measuring angle
and upon exit rotates the sample to the
measuring position.

Moves the sample to the HOME position (all
coordinates set to zero).

Decreases the speed of all the motors by a
factor of 2 every time it is pressed.

Increases the speed of all the motors by a factor
of 2 every time it is pressed.

Moves sample to the left (decreasing X).

Moves sample to the right (increasing X).

Moves upwards the excited point in the sample
(sample goes down).

Moves downwards the excited point in the
sample (sample goes up).
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Collect multiple points MENU.

Set Options Activates a form to set parameters for
successive measurement of multiple points.
(This form is identical to the options form for
scanning which is shown in Fig. 5-11).

Select Points A set of arbitrary points can be selected by
clicking the mouse on the desired points over
the image of the sample.

Start Measuring Begins measurement of the points in the same
order as they were selected. The color of each
point changes from red to yellow when it was
already measured.

Interactive Mov. and Image MENU

Free mov. / Get new image This option activates the interactive form that
allows control of all the movement axis and
frame grabber.
(This form is described below.)

Redisplay current image Copies the image currently in the frame
grabber's memory to the top left window of the
screen.

Free mov. / Get new image interactive FORM

When the form is shown the following keys are active and perform the described functions.
Clicking the mouse over the form does not perform any function. In SCAN2 these interactive
forms work as a reminder of some of the active keys and their functions.

KEY FUNCTION

F3 Activates a form where the user may type in a
position in axis coordinates (X, Y, Z, T) and
upon exit of this form the program will move
the sample to the specified position.
For safety an acknowledge form is displayed
before the movement.
Warning: movement in axis coordinates may
invalidate a previously grabbed image.
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F5

F6

F7

F8

F9

F10

Cursor keys, Page Up, Page
Down

HOME

[ ] keys

Turns the sample to an angle of 180 degrees
from the capillary axis, allowing inspection of
the sample with the microscope.

Turns the sample (assumed to be previously in
microscope position) to the beam position. The
X axis will also be moved in order to preserve
the image position (sample coordinates).

Switches the computer display from VGA
(program output) to Frame Grabber image.
Warning: when the frame grabber image is
displayed, no menu is shown on the screen, the
user has to press F7 again to switch again to
program output.

Saves the frame grabber image in a *.TGA
(Targa format) image file. This option works
both in program output or frame grabber
display. A form to enter the file name (without
extension) is activated.

Switches the frame grabber between continuous
grabbing (live image) mode and single grab
(frozen image) mode or viceversa.

Copies the last grabbed image to the image
(top-left) window in the program output screen.
Warning: use this function only after freezing
the desired image with F9 and switching back
to program output with F7.

Move the different axis of the sample holder,
please refer to the description of "select point
interactive form" for details (the combinations
CTRL Left Arrow, CTRL Right Arrow turn the
sample to the left or the right).

Moves the sample to the HOME position (all
coordinates set to zero).

Change the speed of the motors, refer to the
description of "select point interactive form"
for details.
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Perform Calibration FORM.

This form allows to set the values of the encoders for the current position of the sample
holder. The user should apply it to calibrate the sample positioner (chapter 6 of this manual).
Any value in mm or degrees as applicable can be typed for the X, Y, Z and T coordinates but
usually 0 will be used for calibration.
In order to perform the change the user must set the toggle form field at the bottom of the
form to "Go" and then changes will be made upon exit of this form.
This form does not change the actual sample position, it changes the origin of the coordinates
instead.

X, Y, Z Input fields.
New values of the coordinates of the sample
positioner in mm.
SCAN2 will convert these values to the
appropriate step numbers.
The default values are always the current
position which actually means no change.

T Input field.
New value of the sample angle in degrees.
SCAN2 will convert this value to the
appropriate step numbers.
The default value is always the current position
which actually means no change.
Toggle Input Field.
"Go" will process new values.
"Cancel" will keep old values upon exit.

System Configuration (parameters) FORM.

Image File Name of the default image file which will be
loaded when SCAN2 starts and saved when
SCAN2 exits.

CheckSum Value of the checksum of the PI 802 card
firmware checksum. This value is checked
every time SCAN2 starts with the value
reported by the card itself. An error condition
appears if the values are different.
The value corresponding to the version 5.5 of
the firmware, which is recommended, is 1B7 7.

Capillary Value of the diameter of the Xray beam
produced by the capillary. This value is used by
SCAN2 to draw the current position of the
beam in the optical image and to suggest a
number of steps for scanning (Set Options
Form of Scan Sample Region Menu).
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MaxError Maximum position error (in steps) that will be
tolerated by SCAN2 after a movement is
required. If the error exceeds this value the
movement will be required again (up to 3
times).
Recommended value: 17 which corresponds to
1 u,m.

Actual Lens: Reference to the lens used to take the optical
image. SCAN2 associates this name to the
magnification of the lens.
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8. INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS

SCAN2 produces results both as Scan Files (*.dat), spectrum files (*.spe) and compact
spectrum files which have also the extension "spe" as default.
All these files are written in ASCII characters so they can be easily read by other programs
(e.g. statistical programs, spread sheets, editors) which are appropriate tools for interpreting
results. In order to help the user, the format of each of these files is described in Appendix I.

The Scan Files can be generated directly from SCAN2 with the integrals or optionally the
areas of a selection of Region of Interest (ROIs) set in SCAN2 (see chapters 5 and 7) or
alternatively from the spectra of the individual points or the results of the analysis of the
individual spectra.

The main source for interpretation and/or evaluation of the results will be usually the Scan
Files. A custom program (DISPSCAN) designed to make color images out of the Scan Files
has also been developed and is included in the microanalysis package.

Generation of Scan Files from spectra or Axil Result Files (*.ASR).

If the option "Save full spectra" of SCAN2 (chapters 5 and 7) is enabled, a spectrum of each
point is saved as an individual file with extension "spe" and a name generated with the
following pattern: a ^ a s a ^ i r ^ n s r ^ . spe where a i . . a4 represent the first 4 characters
of the name specified for the Scan File (which is also written by SCAN2 during the
measurements); niri2 is the row number and ri3n4 is the column number of the measured
point in the matrix of the measured points. Example: if the name of the Scan File is
"wires.dat" and the number of steps specified is 30 for X and 20 for Z the following 600
spectrum files will be written in the disk:

wireOOOO.spe
wireOlOO.spe

wire2000.spe
wireOOOl.spe

wire2030.spe

The program MAKECTRL.EXE writes a control file that commands the QXAS spectrum
analysis program (AXFIT. EXE) to analyze all the spectra generated during a microanalysis
scan. The program MAKECTRL requires only the number of steps in each coordinate and the
base name (first 4 characters) of the scan file as an input. Then it generates a control batch file
with the name: a i a 2 a 3 a 4 b a t . abf
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Fig 8-1 MAKECTRL screen.

The user should then run AXFIT, select the "©BATCH" option from the LOAD menu and
type in the name of the file generated by MAKCTRL. Then AXFIT will analyze the spectra
one by one, using the current model and saving the results in the corresponding *.ASR files
(one for each *.spe).

After AXFIT finishes the analysis of all the spectra, (the process might take a few hours in a
typical case even on a fast computer) the user should ran the program MAKESCAN.EXE.

The program first screen is the same as
MAKECTRL (see Fig. 8-1) and a second
form (selector box) will appear where the
user must select the elements and analytical
lines whose areas will be transferred to the
Scan Result file.
After the selection MAKE SCAN will create a
Scan Result file with the name:
aia2a3a4scan. d a t .
In the example the file name would be

w i r e s c a n . d a t .
The scan result files generated in this way

load
fit
sav
load
fit
sav
load
fit
sav
load
fit

load
fit
sav

s=wire0000.spe
n=15

s=wire0100.spe
n=15

s=wire0200.spe
n=15

s=wire0300.spe
n=15

s=wire2030.spe
n=15

Fig. 8-2 Partial list of the AXFIT batch file
*.abf.

are identical to
SCAN2 and can
similar way.

the files generated by
be further treated in a

Program DISPSCAN

DISPSCAN is a MS-Windows program which should be thus run from Windows version 3.1
or latter. In order to start this program the user should double-click over the icon of
DISPSCAN assuming that it has been placed in some of the program groups of the program
manager (see Fig 5-15). The main window of DISPSCAN will appear (see Fig. 5-16). The
following options are available in DISPSCAN menus:
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File Menu

Open

Print

Exit

Activates the common dialog box from
where the user can select a Scan Result
file (*.dat) and load it.
Prints the image on the Window in the
default printer.
This option is enabled only when a valid
Scan Result file has been loaded and
displayed.
Hint: use the Control Panel to change the
default printer if necessary.
Terminates execution of DISPSCAN.

The "Plot" menu activates a dialog box which allows the user to set some parameters for
plotting the results (see Fig 8-3).

s
Scanning cinqle:

Plot according to :

Ccipilliiiy «nel clidinclci .

•

Scan Plot Characteristics 1

n nnouun

! roitt (1
roitt 1

1 roitt 7

I'/nnouuuo

O.K '

fiquiu "• Circle

Invert cultus

Jji f!le<ir liorclers

, , Invert midqe

r.mcel j

Fig 8-3 Dispscan Plot Dialog Box.

Scanning angle

Plot according to:

Angle (in degrees) with which the sample was
scanned. This value is used only to scale the beam
size.

Scroll box where the ROIs are numbered in the same
order as they were defined in SCAN2 or
MAKESCAN. The user can select up to 3 ROIs
whose areas will be plotted with the colors Green,
Red and Blue respectively (see chapter 5).
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Capillary end
diameter

Figure:

Invert colors.

Clear borders

Invert image.

OK

CANCEL

Visualization of results

Defines the size of each point. Should be set equal to
the size of the capillary if the measured points were
spaced according to the capillary diameter.

Shape with which each measured point will be
plotted.
• Circle.
• Rectangle.
•
Map the intensities into colors, with highest intensity
as brightest color if disabled or opposite when
enabled.

Enables/disables drawing of the borders of each
measured point in black.

Invert the image in the left to right direction. Should
be used only for compatibility with Scan Files made
by early versions of SCAN2.

Button: Accepts values and replots the image
accordingly.

Button: Clears dialog box returning every
parameter/option to the previous values.

In most cases it is particularly interesting to compare the microscopic optical images with the
elemental maps (scans) generated by the microanalysis setup. In this way features seen in the
image can be associated with particular element distributions.

Fig. 8.4 Image of a Si chip with aluminum tracks (white) with analyzed area indicated by
the pink frame together with the elemental map where Si is indicated in green.
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As an example a scan of a silicon chip with aluminum tracks over it is shown together with
the grabbed image (see Fig. 8-4).

The measurement was performed with a Cr anode X ray tube operated at 40kV and 20mA, a
10 jj,m ellipsoidal capillary and a Canberra 80 mm2 Si(Li) detector. The sample was placed at
about 1 mm from the capillary tip for the measurement. Each point was measured for 30
seconds. The image was constructed from the ROIs of Si and Al with trapezoidal background
subtraction.
The selected area measures 500 jxm (horizontal) by 350 pm (vertical). The size of the features
that can be resolved gives an indication of the resolution of the setup.
The square of 100 (im by 90 u,m is easily resolved but the lines which are 8 )j,m thick with
spacing of 8 jam cannot be resolved and appear in a lighter color. The size of the beam at 1
mm from the 10 u.m capillary tip is about 15 u,m [8-1]. The results are thus consistent with
the expected resolution considering the size of the beam.

References:

8-1. G. Bernasconi, "Beam Profile of Capillary Focused Xray Beams", IAEA Laboratories
Seibersdorf, Internal Laboratory Report, 1994.
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9. CONCLUSIONS

The described software is a comprehensive package for X ray microanalysis measurements,
considering both data acquisition and interpretation of the results. With the help of well
known statistical programs it is possible to generate other kinds of diagrams from the
acquired data like 2 or 3 dimensional plots. With the help of the well known QXAS Agency
package it is also possible to obtain quantitative results in many cases (e.g. thin samples and
air filters).

The experience acquired in the development of this software to control precise movements is
applicable to other fields of X ray spectrometry and is currently being used in development of
a computer controlled total reflection X ray spectrometer.

The described microanalysis setup has been successfully applied to the study of many
different kinds of samples, among them: archaeological objects, different rocks and
geological materials [9-1], interfaces between inorganic and organic faces [9-2], distribution
of minor elements in protein gels [9-3], radioactive single particles [9-4], high temperature
semiconductors and homogeneity tests of various kinds of proposed reference materials (glass
beads, algae cells and artificial air filters).

References:

9-1. Bernasconi, N. Haselberger, A. Markowicz and V. Valkovic, Nuc. Inst. and Meth. B 86,
333-338 (1994)

9-2. Bernasconi, N. Haselberger, A. Markowicz and V. Valkovic, "Micro-XRF Study of the
Coal-Rock interface", submitted for publication to JTMT

9-3. F. Stone, G. Bernasconi, N. Haselberger, M. Makarewicz, R. Ogris, P. Wobrauschek
and R. Zeisler., "Detection and Determination of Selenoproteins by Nuclear
Techniques", Biol. Trace Element Res., 299-307 (1994)

9-4. Bernasconi, N. Haselberger, A. Markowicz and V. Valkovic, J. Aerosol Sci., 24,
Suppl.l,S193-S194(1993)
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APPENDIX I: STRUCTURE OF FILES USED BY THE
MICROANALYSIS PACKAGE

The files used by the microanalysis software are block structured, dictionary driven files,
similar and compatible whenever applicable with the files used by other Agency software like
QXAS or GANAAS. The scan result file is an exception because in this case the
compatibility with commercial data analysis and statistical software was considered
important, so this files have ASCII structure without any header.

The microanalysis package uses the following files:

Initialization file

Scan files (*.dat)

Spectrum files (*.spe)

Spectrum files
(*.spe modified)

Axil Saved Result Files
(*.asr)

This file, usually named m i c r o b e a . s e t contains all the
information needed to initialize the SCAN2 program. The name
and path of this file is specified by the environmental variable
MICROBEAM$SETUP which should be created, when the
computer is started, by the AUTOEXEC. BAT file.

These files contain the information gathered by the program
SCAN2 during the scan of a sample region or execution of the
option "Collect Multiple Points". These files can also be generated
from the results of analysis of multiple spectra by the program
MAKESCN2. The information is saved in ASCII format in the
form of a table.

These files contain a pulse height spectrum and the format is
identical to the format specified by QXAS. They are generated by
the option "Save Spectrum" from the menu "Collect Single
Point".

These files contain a pulse height spectrum in a format compatible
with QXAS, however slightly different and more compact (require
less disk space).

This files contain analysis results of spectra generated by the
program AXFIT which is part of QXAS.
They have thus QXAS format and the program MAKESCN2 uses
them to reconstruct the scan file.
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Setup File: microbea. set

Graphical
information, line
draw characters
and character
sets

Name of default
image which is
leaded at startup

IJI Card firmware
checksum

st laved
position of the 4
axes X. Y. Z. T in
thi* order.
\ allies in

$TEXT:
3 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
241 177 178 179 180
192 193 194 195 196
208 209 210 211 212
$GRAPH:
16 0 7 15
2 4 11 1 -1 -11 -4
8 14 0 0 639 349
$NEW_COMM:
2 2
9600 0 7 1
9600 0 7 1
$C0MM:
2 15 0 7 1
1 15 0 7 1
$IMAGE_FILENAME:
c:\motint\micro.tga
$CHECK_SUM:
1B70
$CAPILLARY:
0.030000
$MAX_ERR0R:
17
$SETOP_PARS:
0.000000
0.010000
$LAST_POSITI0N:
0 _
11
3230
0
$IMAGE_POSITION:
0.000000 0.000000
$ACTUAL_LENS:
1

9 10 11 12 13 14 15
181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191
197 198 199 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207
213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 222 223

-12

Width of dead
zone of PI motor
controller card
(steps.)

Set-up parameter*:
last .".can ande
capillary diameter (mm I

"{Center position of la>.t saved image X,Z (mm) |

Microscope ohjejme u»ed. actually an
index into a tabie of magnifications

Scan files (*.dat)
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X(mm)

-0.061
-0.061
-0.061
-0.061
-0.061
-0.061
-0.061
-0.061
-0.061
-0.061
-0.061
-0.061
-0.061
-0.061
-0.061
-0.061
-0.061
-0.061
-0.061
-0.061
-0.061
-0.061

-0.061
-0.061
-0.061
-0.061
-0.061

2 (mm)

0.200
0.190
0.180
0.170
0.160
0.150
0.140
0.130
0.120
0.110
0.100
0.090
0.080
0.070
0.060
0.050
0.040
0.030
0.020
o'.-oio
0.000

-0.010

-0.150
-0.160
-0.170.
-0.180
-0.190

Live Time (s)

• 19.96
19.96
19.96
19.96
19.96
19.96
19.96
19.96
19.96
19.96
19.96
19.96
19.97
19.96
19.96
19.96
19.96
19.96

. 19.96
19.96
19.96
19.96

.19.96 .
19.96
19.96
i9.96

0.45

Roi#0 (counts)

93.0
100.0
98.0
91.0

112.0
97.. 0

103.0
100.0
103.0
101.0
98.0

107.0 .
108.0'

. -102.0
101.0

85.0
103.0 •
88.0
98.0

100.0
95.0
97.0

92.0
118.0
102.0 '
90.0

0 .0

Roi#l

8 . 0
8 . 0

14.0
7.0 '
2 . 0
4 . 0
9 . 0
9.0 .

• 16.0
•8.0
7 . 0

12.0 '
13.0

5 . 0
8 . 0
5 . 0

.11.0
8 . 0
8 . 0

10.0
9 . 0
9.0

.15.0
14.0

4 . 0
16.0

0 . 0

Roi#2

5 .0
5 .0
8,0 . . .
6 .0
2.0 . . .
4 .0 . . . .
6:o • . . .
6.0 . . .
6.0 . . ,
3.0 . . .
6.0 . . .
0.0 . . .
5.0 . . .
5.0 . . .
3.0 . . .
5.0 . . .

12.0 . . .
5.0 . . .
5 .0
6.0 . . .
6.0 . . .
2.0 . . .

5 .0
7 .0

10.0
6 . 0

• ' 0 .0 : ' ' "

The file may have any number of lines (up to 10000) and up to 10 ROIs which correspond to
13 columns. Minimum is 1 ROI or 4 columns as the first 3 columns are always present.
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Structure of an *.spe file (collect single point)

$SPEC_ID:
Micro beam
$DATE_MEA:
09-22-1993
$MEAS_TIM:
1.380000

$DATA:
0

70
119

9336
714

9
16

Spectrum ID. automatically generated
bv the SC7AN2 program, indicating the
position of the sample during
measurement

Date and rime, begin of data collection

0.135, z = -0.247

Measurement time di\c & true')

First and lust channel number and counts, of each
channel in cqualh spaced colums. Usually 10 channels
ner line

71218
4

18
20

63987
9

17
26

11735
11
25
15

2213
5
12
19

7223
9

20
26

2651
7
14
22

Structure of an *.spe file (collect multiple points and scan sample region).

$POSITION
-1.914

$MEAS_TIM
18.730000 20.000000
$DATA:
0 1023
0 2 0 0
531 256 138
0 0 0 0 0 0

0.130 -3.269 xyz

New ED containing position information (to be
used by MAKESCAN for creating a scan data
file!

229 395 742 1210 1571 1902 1589 1687 1268 778
0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

31 103
1 1 1
0 0 0
0 4 2

First and last channel number and contents, of all
the channels in a compact ASCI] format, with
variable number of columns and width according
to the number of counts.

2 2 4 5 4 2 6 4 2 3 2
2 3 3 3 6 2 3 3 7 4 3

5 1 5 0 3 4 3 2 5 4

3 5 4 12 5 6 5
6 5 3 6 4 2 6 4 4 7 0
4 4 2 3 5 3 5 5 1 3 4
3 4 3 5 2 1 3 2 5 3 3

4 5 9 14 11 19

1 1
1 2
2 1
1 5 0 4 3 4 1 15
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APPENDIX II: USER INTERFACE

Description and Input Rules

MENU

Description

MENUs, arranged in an hierarchical structure, are used to perform tasks within the package.
The top line is the menu's title, below it are all the choices one can make. One of the choices is
highlighted.

Input Rules

a: Keyboard

Using the up and down arrow keys one can highlight the other choices (items) of the menu.
Pressing <ENTER> the highlighted item is selected and performed.
Pressing <ESCape> one leaves the sub menu and returns to the menu from which
this sub menu was selected.

b: Mouse

Putting the mouse pointer on the desired item and pressing the left mouse button
selects and performs the corresponding choice.
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FORM

Description

FORMs are used to enter or alter data.
The form can contain optionally a title and consists of pairs of field label and input field. The
field label explains the data of the corresponding input field. One of the input fields is
highlighted. Depending of the type of the input field one has to follow certain rales to enter or
alter data. Alphanumerical input fields accept both digits and letters (also special signs);
numerical input fields only accept digits; toggle input fields accept predefined data and dont
accept digits nor letters. The status line at the bottom of the screen indicates what kind of input
rules are available for the selected (highlighted) input field. The cursor appears in the first input
field.

Input Rules

a: Keyboard

a.l.: General Rule

Using the up arrow and down arrow keys one can move from one input field to
another.
Pressing <ESCape> removes the form and continues the execution of the
program.

NOTE: Temporary changes are lost using the up arrow, down arrow and <ESCape>
keys.

a.2.: Numerical & Alphanumerical Input Fields

Pressing <HOME> the cursor moves to the beginning of the input field.
Pressing <END> the cursor moves to the end of the input field.
Using the left arrow and right arrow keys the cursor moves in the selected input
field.
Typing letters, special signs and digits one writes in the input field; the changes
are temporary.
Pressing <DEL> deletes the character at the cursor position.
Pressing <BACKSPACE> the character in front of the cursor is deleted.
Pressing <ENTER> makes the change of the data permanent and the following
input field is selected if the form consists of more than one input field, or the
form disappears if there is only one input field.
Pressing <INS> the insert mode or overwrite mode is selected. Being in the
insert mode, the characters entered are inserted before the cursor, characters
dropping out of the field are lost.
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a.3.: Toggle Input Fields

Pressing - or + keys one changes the data to the previous or next option out of a
list of predefined alternatives; the change made is permanent.
Pressing the left (right) arrow is equivalent to pressing the - (+) key.
Pressing <SPACE BAR> is equivalent to pressing the + key.

b: Mouse

b.l.: General Rule

Putting the mouse pointer on a not selected input field and pressing the left
mouse button selects (highlights) the pointed input field. The cursor appears at
the beginning of the field.
In case of a form with only one input field, putting the mouse pointer in
the "input-free" area of the box and pressing the left mouse button is equivalent
to pressing <ESCape> (see FORM : Input Rules/Keyboard/ General Rule).
In case of a form with more than one input field, putting the mouse pointer in the
"input-free" area of the box and pressing the left mouse button is equivalent to
pressing the up arrow key (see FORM : Input Rules/Keyboard/General Rule).
Pressing the left mouse button outside the active form is equivalent to press
<ESCape> (see FORM : Input Rules/Keyboard/ General Rule).

b.2.: Numerical & Alphanumerical Input Fields

Putting the mouse pointer on a selected numerical or alphanumerical input field
and pressing the left mouse button moves the cursor to the pointed position.

b.3.: Toggle Input Fields

Putting the mouse pointer on a selected toggle input field and pressing the left
mouse button is equivalent to pressing the + key (see FORM : Input
Rules/Keyboard/ Toggle Input Fields).

5
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